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Learn how to calm down and keep your cool in order to control your temper and express your
feelings in positive ways. Ages 8–11, 101 cards, 3" recyclable plastic screwtop jar.

From School Library JournalGr 4-7-"Upcycling" gets a shot in the arm with these attractive craft
books, each of which contains at least six funky projects, some requiring little more than glue
and scissors to accomplish. Unlike many craft volumes, the design palette here does not
automatically scream "girl," although there are a few jewelry and accessory projects that seem
specifically girl-oriented. Specialized materials are required for some projects, in some cases
effectively negating any recycling involved with the craft, and many activities are time-consuming
and cannot be completed in one day. Still, this set contains good classroom ideas, most
involving measuring and calculation, which could be like catnip for crafty kids with time on their
hands.α(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source,
Inc. No redistribution permitted.
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Mark S. Schwartz, “My favorite teacher loves these !!!. My daughter put these on her wish list for
her classroom.  She told me the kids love them and she's very happy !!!”

Melinda Heidt, “Therapy Game. It’s a great size to easily carry with you everywhere. My kids love
it. I use it for therapy sessions.”

Chipmunk, “Wonderful creation! Everyone in our family have been benefiting from using these
cards!. I don't post review often but I have discovered this little jar after searching for games for
my kids for the summer. Each of us has been drawing cards out every day! We follow
instructions by either sharing or acting out. We have sharing and discussion. I cannot believe
how useful these cards are. We are learning to compromise in cases of conflict. We are learning
to stand in others people's shoes, learning to listen without interruption and arguments. We had
cries and laughs about the silly little things that bothered us. We are getting into a habit of finding
resolutions, letting go of unhappy emotions, not putting each other in the wrong, admitting
mistakes, forgiving, forgetting and loving. We are learning to let the unhappy past stay where it
belongs, not letting it bother us in our present life and not letting it reappear again in the
future.Love, as is life, is a journey. We draw out cards, we share, discuss, listen and declare our
love for each other from the beginning of the day. How beautiful the world could be if everyone
can do the same. Life is too short. We all have only 24 hours a day. By making a habit of
declaring our love and renewing our loving relationship among our family members, I have come
to realize how much time we had wasted since we were born by holding negative emotions
against each others and on the negative experiences that do not worth occupying any space
and time in our lives. These cards have been helping us to create more joyful experiences to our
relationships with others.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great for online use with kids but repetitive. I’m a therapist who works
with children and I’ve been searching for a game that works well for telehealth sessions. These
cards are great to ask kids for a fun change of pace during session but many of the cards are
related to being physically pushed or verbally harassed which doesn’t offer much variety. I would
have liked some more cards related to social media use or mean comments online. I don’t think
kids can relate to someone shoving them down on the sidewalk as much anymore, certainly not
as much as being cyber bullied. I would also have liked more innocent anger triggers than
blatant violence or harassment because anyone would be angry at being shoved but kids with
anger management issues get mad at more normal every day situations. Just something to think
about.”

QT, “Great game that kids can relate to and participate in to manage anger, temper, and wrong
behavior.. This game is a great way to engage children in discussion about anger and help them



to adopt new ways to deal with their angry thoughts and feelings. I have used this game for
children 11 and older as the questions seem to be more geared toward that age group. I like this
teaches the children how to control their anger or temper and how to express their feelings in
positive ways. There are four different type of cards: Share (you ask a question and it gives the
children an opportunity to share a real life experience they have had), Act (child acts out a
positive way to manage a situation - such as practice listening without interrupting so you don't
jump to conclusions), Tips (is a helpful tip - coping tool - such as forgive others rather than hold
a grudge, everyone makes mistakes), and Do (is sort of like a test, it gives you a scenario and
then you ask the children what would you do and this helps you understand their thought
process and what they are thinking so that you can guide them in the right way). The children are
engaged in this game and do take it seriously. Several shared stories where they realized that
their actions were wrong and why it was wrong. So, it definitely puts a hot topic on the table in a
fun way to discuss it without being confrontational.”

NicoleMichelle, “Jar full of "tips" and questions on resolving anger, an okay product. Not exactly
what I was expecting. Its Just a jar, filled with small cards. These cards range from soothing and
calming tips, to problem solving and questions on dealing with anger issues. While most of
these cards are useful and have helpful info, they have limited use, aside from reading and
talking about the tips and some role playing scenarios you can create. You can also incorporate
into board games and use these cards when taking turns. I have tried to use them in behavioral
therapy sessions, but most of my kids are resistant to reading or using these.I plan to keep trying
and figure out more creative role playing and modeling use s for these cards. Overall, okay
purchase and have mostly satisfied, since description does say: "jar of cards".”

CS, “Excellent Conversation Starters. This exceeded my expectations - yes, the quality of the
paper cards could be better (they are a little thin) but the content is excellent with great
conversation starters. I'm using it for my child and spouse! Fun dinnertime talk if you get people
discussing feelings in a non-confrontational setting with neutral prompts like these cards.”

PrincessR, “Works well in counselling. I am a counsellor and work with childreb ages 5-11.This
is great for the older children who can read the cards and share their feelings of anger based on
the 'what would you do' Cards. My only downfall is that they are worded for people who live in
America.”

drummond, “Five Stars. Just going to check If I got it. order 3 and they where helpful to open up
coversation”

Sabeen, “For kids older than 4. Bit advanced for my soon to be 4 year old for now... but I can see
it being useful later.”



Sia, “Good. These are good but I had to go through the cards as they are not suitable for all
ages.”

The book by Greta Speechley has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 782 people have provided feedback.
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